
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

MARSHALL DIVISION 

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY and 4 
JARG CORPORATION 4 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

GOOGLE INC. 

Defendant. 

4 Case No. 2:07-CV-486 (TJW)(CE) 
4 
4 JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
4 
4 
4 

Disclosure of Asserted Claims and Infringement Contentions 

In accordance with Patent Rule 3-1, Plaintiffs Northeastern University and Jarg 
Corporation (collectively, "Northeastern") submit the following Disclosure of Asserted Claims 
and Infringement Contentions. 

Northeastern makes these infringement contentions based on reasonably available 
information. Northeastern's investigation and analysis is ongoing, and Northeastern will obtain 
additional information through discovery. Additionally, the Court has not issued a Claim 
Construction Ruling. Consequently, Northeastern may amend or supplement this disclosure in 
accordance with Patent Rule 3-6. 

I. Patent Rule 3-l(a) 

Defendant Google Inc. ("Google") has infringed and continues to infringe at least claims 
1, 2, 3, 8, 9 and 13 of U.S. Pat. No. 5,694,593 ("the '593 patent") entitled "Distributed Computer 
Database System and Method." 

11. Patent Rule 3-l(b) 

Google's internet search sekice, Google Web Search, has infringed and continues to 
infringe the asserted claims of the '593 patent. 

111. Patent Rule 3-l(c) 

Charts identifying where each element of each of the asserted claims is found within the 
Google Web Search service are attached as Exhibit A. 
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IV. Patent Rule 3-l(d) 

Each element of the each of the asserted claims is present literally, or in the alternative, 
present under the doctrine of equivalents. See the claim chart submitted in accordance with PR 
3-1 (c) for further details. 

V. Patent Rule 3-l(e) 

The asserted claims are entitled to a priority date of no later than October 5, 1994. 

VI. Patent Rule 3-l(f) 

A prototype system that practiced at least the asserted claims was described in the '593 
patent. 
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EXHIBIT A 



1 Northeastern Urtiversi@ arid Jarg Corp. v. Google Inc., Case No. 2:07-CV-486 (TJW)(CE) I 
I Claim C I Element I First Infringement Contention I 

A method for information retrieval 
using fuzzy queries in a non- 
relational, distributed database 
system having 

To the extent the preamble is a limitation on the scope of the claim, 
this element is present. See, e.g.,:  

1 "When all phases are complete, a GWS generates the appropriate 
HTML for the output page and returns it to the user's browser. In 
addition to the indexing and document serving phases, a GWS also 
initiates several other other ancillary tasks upon receiving a query, 
such as sending the query to a spell-checking system and to an ad- 
scrving system to generate relevant advertisements (if any)." Luiz 
Andrk Barroso, Jeffrey Dean, and Urs Holzle, Web Search for a 
Planet: The Google Cluster Architecture, 23 IEEE MICRO 22, 24, 
col. 1 (2003) [hereinaftcr Architeclure]. 

"Amenable to extensive parallelization, Google's Web Search 
Application lcts different queries run on different processors and, 
by partitioning the overall index, also lcts a single query use 
multiple processors." Architecture, at 22. 

"To provide sufficient capacity to handle query traffic, our scrvice 
consists of multiple clusters distributed worldwide." Architecture, 
at 23, col. I. 

"As with the index lookup phase, the strategy is to partition the 
processing of all documents by randomly distributing documents 
into smaller shards." Architecture, at 24, col. 1. 

Google's Web Search Application satisfies the preamble literally, 
and also satisfies the preamble undcr the doctrine of equivalents. 

a plurality of home nodes and This element is present. See, e.g.,: 

"A hardware-based load balancer in each cluster monitors the 
available set of Google Web Servers (GWSs) and performs local 
load balancing across a set of them." Architecture, at 23, col. 1. 

"Each cluster has around a few thousand machines." Architecture, 
at 23, col. 1. 

"Fortunately, the search is highly parallelizable by dividing the 
index into pieccs (index shards), each having a randomly chosen 
subsct of documents from the full index. A pool of machines 
servcrs requests for each shard." Architecture, at 23, col. 2. 

The Google Web Servers and Index Servers literally meet the 
limitation of a plurality of home nodes. These severs also meet 
the limitation under the doctrine of equivalents. 



a plurality of query nodes 

Northeastern University and Jarg Corp. v. Google Inc., Case No. 2:07-CV-486 (TJW)(CE) 

This element is present. See, e.g.,: 

"Document servers (docservers) handle this job, fetching each 
document from disk to extract the title and the keyword-in-context 
snippet." Architecture, at 24, col. I .  

First lnfringement Contention Claim # 

"Each cluster has around a few thousand machines." Architecture, 
at 23, col. 1. 

Element 

"[Tlhe strategy is to partition the processing of all documents by . . 
. having multiple server replicas responsible for handling each 
shard." Architecture, at 24, col. I .  

Google's document servers literally meet the limitation of a 
plurality of query nodes. These servers also meet the limitation 
under the doctrine of equivalents. 

connected by a network, said 
method comprising the steps of: 

randomly selecting a first one of 
said plurality of home nodes; 

This element is present. See, e.g.,: 

"The servers on each side of a rack interconnect via a 100-Mbps 
Ethernet switch that has one or two gigabit uplinks to a core 
gigabit switch that connects all racks together." Architecture, at 
25, col. I .  

The network that interconnects the home nodes and the query 
nodes literally meets this claim limitation. It also meets the 
limitation under the doctrine of equivalents. 

This element is present. See, e.g.,: 

"The load-balancing system minimizes round-trip time for the 
user's request, while also considering the available capacity at the 
various clusters. The user's browser then sends a hypertext 
transport protocol (HTTP) request to one of these clusters, and 
thereafter, the processing of that query is entirely local to that 
cluster." Architecture, at 23, col. 1. 

Google's Web Search Application satisfies this limitation literally, 
and also satisfies it under the doctrine of equivalents. 

fragmenting, by said selected 
home node, a query from a user 
into a plurality of query 
fragments; 

This element is present. See, e.g.,: 

"In the first phase, the index servers consult an inverted index that 
maps each query word to a matching list of documents (the hit 
list). The index servers then determine a set of relevant documents 
by intersecting the hits lists of the individual query words." 
Architecture, at 23, col. 2. 

Google's home node literally fragments the query into a plurality 
of query fragments. Google also meets this limitation under the 



hashing, by said selected home 
node, each said query fragment of 
said plurality of query fragments, 
said hashed query fragment 
having a first portion and a second 
portion; 
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This element is present. See, e.g.,: 

"The final result of this first phase of query execution is an 
ordered list of document identifiers (docidsj." Architecture, at 23, 
col. 2. 

First Infringement Contention 

doctrine of equivalents. 

Claim # 

"In the first phase, the index servers consult an inverted index that 
maps each query word to a matching list of documents (the hit 
list). The index servers then determine a set of relevant documents 
by intersecting the hits lists of the individual query words." 
Architecture, at 23, col. 2. 

Element 

"So, for example, on the document server side, where we have the 
cached web, we basically hash the URL into, you know, a 128 bit 
number, or something like that, and then that number modulo 
whatever, you know, your server, number of server shards you 
have, gives you the server, the clone set number, that contains this 
document." The Google Linux Cluster (Presentation by Urs 
Holzle, University of Washington Department of Computer 
Science and Engineering Colloquia, November 5, 2002) 
[hereinafter Holzle Presentation]. 

Google's process of transforming the query fragments into hashed 
query fragments (docids) literally meets this element of the claim. 
Google's process also performs this claimed step under the 
doctrine of equ~valents. 

transmitting, by said selected 
home node, each said hashed 
query fragment of said plurality of 
query fragments to a respective 
one of said plurality of query 
nodes indicated by said first 
portion of each said hashed query 
fragment; 

This element is present. See, e.g.,: 

"So, for example, on the document server side, where we have the 
cached web, we basically hash the URL into, you know, a 128 bit 
number, or something like that, and then that number modulo 
whatever, you know, your server, number of server shards you 
have, gives you the server, the clone set number, that contains this 
document." Holzle Presentation. 

"The final result of this first phase of query execution is an ordered 
list of document identifiers (docids). As Figure 1 shows, the 
second phase involves taking this list of docids and computing the 
actual title and uniform resource locator of these documents, along 
with a query-specific document summary." Architecture, at 23-24. 

Google's home nodes literally meets this limitation. Google's 
home node also meets this limitation under the doctrine of 
equivalents. 

using, by said query node, said 
second portion of said respective 
hashed query fragment to access 

This element is present. See, e.g.,: 

"[Tlhe second phase involves taking this list of docids and 
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